Trackmen Spike Tufts, 83-52; Al Dell Isola Scores Triple Win, Sets New Tech 440-Yd. Record

Adams Also Takes 3 Firsts For Tech; Frosh Win, 61-56
At Tech Isola and Jack Adams were again the big guns on Briggs Field last Saturday afternoon as the Tech track team handily defeated Tufts, 83-52. The freshmen had quite a day as Isola came out on top by a 61-56 count.

Even after losses of 200- and 219-yard dashes, but was at his best in the 440. His time of 49.3 for a new Tech record, lowered the old mark of 49.7 set by Royce Grinnell in 1954. Ed Gilchrist closed out in 54.1 also bettered the old record, although both were defeated by a win in the 440.

Northeastern Tops Frosh Nine, 7-2
Season's Second Loss For Jim Phillips Team
Tech's freshman nine bowed to Northeastern by a score of seven to two at Briggs Field last Saturday afternoon. It was the second loss of the season for Jim Phillips' team in a meet held on thekourts. On Wednesday they had beaten Tufts, 6-3, at Medford.

Worcester, playing its first match in the high and low hurdle events, and gaining third in the 200. Roy Roth once again was the high jump, and looked good while taking second in the high hurdles.

In the frosh meet it was a case of too many Ken's as far as the Tufts boys were concerned. Ken Chen scored 16 points with wins in the 100, 220, and shot-put, and a second in the 200. Roy Roth once again was the high jump, and looked good while taking second in the high hurdles.

The Huskies showed coordinated, comparatively error-free fielding and heads-up base running. They took their pitcher excellent support and accumulated seven stolen bases in the course of the game.

Photo by Gerhardt
Wayne Carter, Tech's ace timber topper, leads teammate Ray Roth in 120 yard high hurdles victory. Carter also won the 200 yard low hurdles.

Racquetmen Defeat Worcester, Tufts, Meet BU Here Tomorrow

The Goodall Fabrics were made into the lightest summer suits so that men could be cool, comfortable, neat and trim in even the hottest weather

The COOP
Harvard Square Store

Improve your game in '49 with these new Spalding Golf Clubs. Precision weighted for power with a choice of lighter, stronger shafts. Spalding golf balls offer a selection for every type of player.
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